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FOREWORD 

This supplementary report contains a brief description of informa-

tion previously published in Volumes 1 through 5 listed in the following 

table. 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM AUTHOR(S) TITLE NUMBER 

605-1 E. R. Post DESIGN, ANALYSIS 
C. P. Garner, Jr. AND CONSTRUCTION 

(Volume 1 of 5) R. M. Olson 

605-2 J. E. Martinez MATHEMATICAL 
J. J. Jumper S IMULAT ION AND 

(Volume 2 of 5) F. Y. Baskurt CORRELATION 

605-3 R. H. Gunderson A STUDY OF BUCK-
A. Cetiner LING STRESS 

(Volume 3 of 5) FORMULAS 

605-4 D. L. Ivey 
C. E. Buth TESTING PROGRAM R. M. Olson 

(Volume 4 of 5) T. J. Hirsch 

605-5 A. J. Stocker FABRICATION AND 
(Volume 5 of 5) CONSTRUCTION 

The interested reader can find a more detailed description of the 

studies by consulting the five volumes. This supplementary report 

(Volume 6) also contains a detailed account of work completed following 

the publication of Volumes 1 through 5. The study was conducted under 

Research Project HPR-2(107), entitled "Safety Provisions for Support 

Structures on Overhead Sign Bridges", which was sponsored jointly by 

twenty-two highway departments and the U.S. Department of Transportation, 

Federal Highway Administration. 
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CHAPTER 1. REVIEW OF PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION 

High-speed highways require the placement of roadside and overhead 

directional signs for efficient control of traffic. Fixed supports of 

sign structures constitute a hazardous condition to the occupants of an 

errant vehicle. Accident information compiled by the California Division 

of Highways' Traffic Department during the years of 1965-7 indicated 

that approximately 7 percent of 640 single vehicle fixed-object freeway 

fatal accidents involved steel sign supports (!) * . Eliminating fixed 

sign supports from gore areas has proven effective in reducing accident 

frequency and severity. Operational experience has further shown that, 

wherever practical, signs should be mounted on overcrossing bridge 

structures or that the supports of signs should be: (a) located 20 to 

30 feet from the roadway shoulder, or (b) placed behind guardrail, or 

(c) provided with breakaway devices. 

The field performance of breakaway roadside sign supports, conceived 

and designed by Hawkins (~ and developed and tested by the Texas Trans-

portation Institute (3), led Hawkins to begin an investigation to extend 

the breakaway concept to the larger supports of overhead sign bridge 

structures (OSB). A preliminary design by Hawkins of an OSB with four 

breakaway supports showed that the concept warranted further considera-

tion. Subsequently a prototype design was prep,ared, as described in the 

following paragraphs. 

* Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items listed under 
References. 
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GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The prototype structure having four breakaway support columns, on 

which full-scale head-on and angle tests were conducted, shown in 

Figure 1, is essentially the same as the preliminary design of Hawkins. 

The prototype structure was selected to represent a typical large 

structure which might be constructed on the Interstate Highway System. 

The prototype OSB has an overall length of 140 feet. The truss is 

6 feet wide and 6 feet deep. The 100 foot central portion of the truss 

is long enough to span a four-lane divided highway. The OSB is struc

turally adequate to resist dead loads and a 100 mph wind load with all 

four columns in place; whereas, when one of the four columns is tempo

rarily displaced by a colliding vehicle, the OSB is structurally adequate 

to resist dead loads and a wind load of 50 mph. 

The prototype breakaway columns, shown in Figure 1, are approximately 

26-1/2 feet long. To reduce the mass and inertial effects of the break

away columns during a collision incident and, hence, minimize the vehicle 

damage and decelerations, the columns were: (a) fabricated from a 

100,000 psi Heat-Treated Constructional Alloy Steel (ASTM 514), and 

(b) tapered in both flanges and web. Each wedge tapered column is 

pleasing in appearance, and is designed to clear a colliding vehicle as 

the column rotates about a 1-7/16 inch diameter stainless steel pin con

nected to lower chord truss members. This upward rotation occurs subse

quent to the release of the breakaway base connection and the fracturing 

of four 1/2 inch A307 bolts in the upper connection. 
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FIGURE 1. PROTOTYPE OVERHEAD SIGN BRIDGE WITH FOUR BREAK-AWAY SUPPORTS 



The prototype OSB was designed in accordance with 1968 AASHO Specifi

cations for the Design and Construction of Structural Supports for Highway 

Signs (!) with the exceptions of: (a) the breakaway column devices and 

(b) the lateral buckling requirements of sections 6:a(3) and 6:a(7). Sign 

supports are essentially cantilevers and were analyzed as such. The 

tapered breakaway wedge columns were designed on the basis of information 

from research studies performed at Columbia University by Krefeld (i). 

In addition to being strong enough to withstand static loading condi

tions, the OSB columns under dynamic loading conditions must: (a) have 

breakaway connections weak enough to produce tolerable decelerations on 

the colliding errant vehicle and (b) have a strong enough pin connection 

to assure that the breakaway connections will actuate and the column will 

rotate clear of the vehicle. 

Three other important design features evolved during this study: 

(a) steel pipe sections were fastened to the lower chord members of the 

truss to distribute the impact forces of a column which, following a col

lision incident, strikes the truss; (b) horizontal angles were fastened 

at approximately middepth of the truss to guide the column during an 

angle collision so that the column will not snag on and damage the verti

cal truss members; (c) a thin sheet metal "keeper plate" was placed 

between the slip base plates of the column and the stub post to eliminate 

the possibility of the breakaway columns waZking off their foundation 

stub posts under vibrations set up by wind and vehicle traffic. Details 

of these features are contained in Volume 1 of this study published in 

September 1970. 
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION 

Mathematical simulation of the behavior of a colliding vehicle and 

the prototype support was a major objective of this study,and a brief 

discussion of the technique follows. 

The model assumes the supporting column to be a rigid body having 

only an angular degree of freedom and being hinged at the lower chord 

truss connection and idealizes the colliding vehicle as a single-degree

of-freedom spring-mass system. This idealized system along with the 

forces that are taken to act on it are presented in Volume 2 of this 

study published in September 1970. 

A parameter study was conducted using the mathematical model to 

determine the dynamic response of a vehicle and breakaway support for a 

variety of conditions. The general conclusions obtained from the para

meter study and observations of full-scale crash tests are summarized as 

follows: 

1. The application of the breakaway concept to the supports of an 

overhead sign bridge is feasible. 

2. The prototype truss is structurally adequate to withstand the 

torsional loads imparted to it by the rotating breakaway sup

port, and the OSB structure as a whole remained stable under 

the impact forces. 

3. Vehicle velocity changes and deceleration increase as the break

away base and upper shear connection resistances increase. 

4. Vehicle velocity changes, deceleration, and damage increase as 

the column support weight increases. 
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5. Small size passenger vehicles are subjected to higher velocity 

changes, deceleration, and damage than are larger size passenger 

vehicles. 

The results obtained from mathematical simulation compared very well 

with data acquired from full-scale crash tests, as shown in Figure 10. 

The comparison is remarkable when one considers the simplicity of the 

model and the difficulties involved in acquiring and reducing data 

obtained from crash tests. For the angle collisions, a portion of the 

difference between the model and test data can be explained because the 

model was developed for head-on impacts only. 

BUCKLING STRESS FORMULAS 

As mentioned previously, the requirements of sections 6:a(3) and 

6:a(7) of the AASHO Specifications were considered to be inapplicable to 

supports for the prototype design on the basis that supports of overhead 

sign bridges are essentially cantilever beams. The 1968 AASHO Specifi

cations (~ require, however, that the critical lateral buckling stress 

be limited by formulas based on theoretical and experimental investiga

tions of a simple beam subjected to loads which produce pure bending. 

As a consequence, during the course of this project an examination of the 

AASHO requirements was undertaken and an alternate formula was proposed 

which more closely approximates the conditions for the overhead sign 

bridge. The results of this study are presented in Volume 3 published in 

September 1970, to which the reader is referred for details. 
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TESTING PROGRAM 

A testing program, consisting of several laboratory static tests and 

full-scale crash tests, was conducted to determine: (a) the feasibility 

of the prototype structure, (b) the advantages in terms of safety of the 

prototype structure compared to those in current production, and (c) the 

validity of the mathematical simulation technique described earlier. 

The first laboratory test was performed to obtain some insight into 

the behavior of the breakaway connections, and to ascertain the strength 

of a bolt keeper plate installed between the upper and lower plates at 

the breakaway base connection. Other laboratory tests were conducted 

later in the program to examine the parameters which affect the resistance 

of the breakaway base connection. Data obtained from these laboratory 

tests are used as input for the mathematical simulation. 

Two full-scale crash tests were conducted in September 1969 at low 

impact s.peeds. Possible parameters to be cons idered in designing the 

remaining testing program were thoroughly discussed at Project Policy 

Committee Meeting No.2 in September 1969. The minutes of this meeting 

contain the range of parameters considered. Concern was expressed by the 

several participating members with regard to the details of the remaining 

tests to be conducted. It was suggested that an attempt be made to pre

pare a statistical design for the crash testing program. A series of 

tests was proposed and conducted as shown in Table 1. The purpose of 

the statistical design was to permit more meaningful analyses of the 

primary influences of certain variables as well as the interactions of 

these variables. 

At the conclusion of testing, it was determined that the test input 

parameters varied considerably from the statistical design values. Because 
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of variations in the vehicle speed at contact, there was considerable 

variation in the vehicle kinetic energy, one of the primary input para

meters. Since several different vehicles were used, the crushing charac

teristics of the front ends were considerably different and resulted in 

an unknown vaEiation. Another variation was noted in the OSB itself when 

a static load test was run at the conclusion of the project. The 

deformation-force characteristic of the OSB had changed to a remarkable 

degree during the testing program. Thus, the vagaries in testing, changes 

in the prototype structure caused by the several collisions, and variabil

ity of vehicle characteristics led to the conclusion that statistical 

interpretation of the testing program was not meaningful. 

However, another more productive method of extrapolating the testing 

program was available; the use of the empirical results for validation 

of the mathematical simulation technique discussed earler. By using the 

crash tests to verify the gross response of the vehic1e and OSB during a 

collision, the computer program was applied to a parametric study of a 

wide range of variables. This study has been'shown to be valid over the 

range of variables explored in the testing phase. 

A comparison of the results obtained from a high-speed film analysis 

with results obtained from a mathematical model simulation is presented 

in Table 10. The good comparison clearly indicates that the mathematical 

model can be used with a high degree of confidence to analyze other pro

posed OSB structures with breakaway supports. 

It should be noted that crash test H (as originally labeled -- see 

Table 1) was not conducted. Two additional tests were recommended by the 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF CRASH TESTS 

ENERGY OF VEHICLE AT 82 162 356 605 IMPACT WITH SUPPORT 
(See Note 1) K-FT K-FT K-FT K-FT 

ENERGY OF SUPPORT WHEN 
0 27 54 80 SUPPORT CONTACTS TRUSS 

(See Note 2) K-FT K-FT K-FT K-FT 

(A) (D) 
IMPACT ANGLE: 0° 3950 lbs at 4880 lbs at 

(Head-On) 25.7 mph 54.0 mph 
Tested: 09-23-69 Tested: 02-03-70 

OUTSIDE LEG 
(F) (G) 

IMPACT ANGLE: 15° 2350 lbs at 3950 lbs at 
52.0 mph 50.1 mph 

Tested: 02-17-70 Tested: 04-07-70 

(B) (C) 

IMPACT ANGLE: 0° 2100 lbs at 4090 lbs at 
44.0 mph 46.5 mph 

Tested: 12-11-69 Tested: 12-18-69 
INSIDE LEG 

(E) (H) 

IMP ACT ANGLE: 15° 3920 lbs at 5000 lbs at 
26.6 mph 60.0 mph 

Tested: 02-09-70 (Not Tested) 

Note 1 Statistical design is based on three variables: (1) four levels of vehicle and/or support 
energies, (2) two impact angles, and (3) two support positions. 

Note 2 

Note 3 

Estimated by mathematical simulation for 0° angle of impact. Energies shown are approximate 
for 15° angle of impact. 
Tests were conducted in alphabetical order as designated by letters in parentheses. 



Project Policy Committee at its third and final meeting in September 1970. 

These tests, conducted at speeds in excess of 70 mph, were designated 

crash tests "H" and "I" and are discussed in detail in the following pages. 

The work reported in the following pages was completed under Modifi

cation No. 3 to Contract No. FH-11-7032, which added (a) two additional 

tests for verification and evaluation of the breakaway design by fu11-

scale crash testing, (b) static laboratory tests on breakaway bases and 

other structural components, (c) full-scale torsion tests of the overhead 

sign bridge truss, and (d) parameter studies by mathematical simulation. 
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CHAPTER 2. ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STUDIES 

The Project Policy Committee (~) recommended that the preliminary 

studies conducted by mathematical simulation and validated by full

scale crash tests (~) be extended to include: 

(a) parametric studies to predict the behavior of columns smaller 

and larger than those supporting the prototype structure and 

(b) simulation of two additional full-scale crash tests using a 

5,000 pound vehicle traveling 70 mph. 

REVIEW OF EARLIER STUDY 

Initial findings indicated the feasibility of the application of 

the breakaway concept to supports for overhead sign bridges (~). Fur

ther, they showed that for a given vehicle weight and impact speed, 

deceleration forces and vehicular damage increase as base plate and 

upper plate connection strengths increase. And moreover, vehicle dam

age resulting from a collision with a breakaway overhead sign bridge 

support is minor when compared with a similar fixed barrier collision 

(see Figure 2). 

Furthermore, evaluation of the simulation of collisions with sup

ports possessing various connection resistances revealed that the major 

portion of the vehicular deceleration could be attributed to the weight 

of the supporting column. However, no studies were made to determine 

the precise influence of this effect. 
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a) 1954 Cadillac, weighing 4,800 
Ibs., after collision with fixed 
post at 44.1 mph (10) 

b) View showing damage to 1954 
Cadillac, maximum post pene
tration was 4.50 feet (10) 

c) 1962 Cadillac weighing 4,880 Ibs., following 54.0 
mph collision with prototype breakaway support, 
maximum post penetration was 1.50 feet, vehicle 
was driven to garage (~) 

FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF VEHICLE DAMAGE 
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DISCUSSION OF ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STUDIES 

Additional parameter studies were conducted to determine (a) behavior 

of selected vehicles and (b) structural response when support conditions 

are varied. Overhead sign bridge breakaway column dimensions and corres

ponding weights selected for these studies are shown in Table 2. Three 

columns selected for these studies and the prototype column are shown 

for comparison. The selected columns represent an increase of 22% and 

decreases of 25% and 50% in the weight of the prototype column for which 

the crash test data and parameter studies were reported earlier (~). The 

flange and web tapers of the prototype were maintained in the first two 

columns and the dimensions of the tapered column weighing 50% less than 

the prototype were arbitrarily selected. For comparison purposes, two 

commercially available prismatic rolled shapes were included. 

Vehicles weighing 2,000 lbs, 3,500 lbs, and 5,000 lbs having impact 

speeds varying from 15 mph to 60 mph were simulated. The resistance at 

the upper connection was taken to be 22 kips and the base shear resistance 

was taken to be 10 kips. 
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~I 
WHERE: 

Subscript n = 0, Describes Base Connection Dimensions 

Subscript n = 1, Describes Pin Connection Dimensions 

Subscript n = 2, Describes Upper Connection Dimensions 

Column Dimensions (in. ) Column Critical 
Weight* Buckling 

(lbs) Stress** t t f *b d b
1 

d
1 b2 d2 w 0 0 (ksi) 

PROTOTYPE TAPERED COLUMN: 

1/2 5/8 10 17-1/2 6-1/2 10-1/2 5-9/16 8-11/16 1412 115 

SELECTED TAPERED COLUMNS: 

5/8 3/4 10 17-3/4 6-1/2 10-3/4 5-9/16 8-15/16 1722 >115 
(+22%) 

3/8 1/2 10 14-1/2 6-1/2 7-1/2 5-9/16 5-11/16 1059 100 
(-25% ) 

5/16 1/2 8 10 4-7/8 5-1/4 4 4 712 133 
(-50%) 

SELECTED ROLLED SHAPES: 

10 WF 29 
768 122 

(-46%) 

12 WF 27 716 124 
(-50%) 

*Weight of base and upper plates not included. The length was 26.5 ft for each support. 
**Scr> 100 ksi (steel). Failure predicted to occur by support yielding. (5) 

Scr < 100 ksi (steel). Failure predicted to occur by elastic buckling. (~) 

TABLE 2. OVERHEAD SIGN BRIDGE COLUMNS USED IN STUDY 

Comments 

100 mph wind load resisted 
by two interior columns (9) 

100 mph wind load resisted by 
all four columns (~ 

These shapes may not be avail-
able in 100 ksi steel. 



RESULTS OF ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STUDIES 

The results of the additional studies are presented in Tables 3 

through 6, in which the behavior of selected vehicles in simulated colli

sions with posts weighing 712, 1,059, 1,412, and 1,722 1bs is compared. 

Graphical presentations of these results are contained in Figures 3 

through 8. 

The study in general revealed that, for a given vehicle and velocity, 

the lighter supports produced lower vehicle speed and momentum changes, 

lower average decelerations, and caused less energy to be imparted to the 

truss by the support as it swings following impact. The variation in 

vehicular deformation was not as significant. This may be due to the fact 

that the spring constant of the vehicle is assumed to be 10 times the 

vehicular weight and the vehicle is taken to have a single degree of 

freedom, whereas in reality it is a highly complex mu1ti-degree-of-freedom 

system. It should be mentioned that the mathematical simulation of the 

vehicle may appear to be oversimplified; correlation with numerous crash 

tests has shown that this type of representation produces very satisfactory 

results (I). 

From this study it is apparent that the support weight cannot be 

significantly increased if the vehicle velocity and momentum change are 

to remain below the currently recommended values of 11 mph (LQ and 

1,100 lb-sec~. In fact, even with the prototype support, all collisions 

by 2,000 lb vehicles and medium and high-speed collisions by medium weight 

vehicles may be interpreted as hazardous if the above mentioned criteria 

are used. However, it should be borne in mind that the prototype structure 

represents one of the largest OSB structures currently installed (~). 
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Change Maximum """1 

Ivehicle Impact in Momentum Average Contact Vehicle 
Iweight Speed Speed Change Time Deformation Comments 

(lbs) (mph) (mph) (lbs-sec) 
gls 

(sec) (in. ) 

2000 15 13.8 1258. 5.8 0.108 12.1 Post hits top of car 

2000 30 11.5 1048 4.4 0.120 19.2 Post hits truss 
Ek = 3.222 ft-k 

2000 60 15.7 1432 6.9 0.104 29.2 Post hits truss 
Ek = 43.170 ft-k 

2000 80 19.0 1734 8.6 0.131 36.0 Post hits truss 
Ek = 79.5 ft-k 

3500 15 6.7 1069 4.0 0.076 9.2 Post clears vehicle 
Max. post rot =81 0 

3500 30 5.9 941 3.3 0.082 13.1 
Post hits truss 
Ek = 7.983 ft-k 

3500 60 9.1 1452 5.3 0.078 21.8 Post hits truss 
Ek = 53.958 ft-k 

3500 80 11.9 1892 7.3 0.074 27.6 Post hits truss 
Ek = 107.1 ft-k 

5000 15 3.9 888 2.9 0.061 7.0 
Post hits truss 
Ek =0.456 ft-k 

5000 30 4.1 934 2.8 0.064 10.5 Post hits truss 
Ek = 10.513 ft-k 

5000 60 6.8 1549 5.5 0.057 18.2 Post hits truss 
Ek = 67.003 ft-k 

5000 80 8.5 1944 6.5 0.060 22.8 Post hits truss 
Ek = 117.2 ft-k 

TABLE 3. RESULTS FOR POST MASS OF 712 LBS. 



Change Maximum 
Vehicle Impact in Momentum Average Contact Vehicle 
'~eight Speed Speed Change g's Time Deformation Comments 

(lbs) (mph) (mph) (lbs-sec) (sec) (in. ) 

2000 15 14.3 l304 5.7 0.114 12.3 Post hits hood of car 

2000 30 12.7 1158 4.5 0.129 19.7 Post hits truss 
E = 1.831 ft-k k 

2000 60 17.9 1632 6.3 0.129 31.2 Post hits truss 
Ek = 44.601 ft-k 

2000 80 22.6 2061 7.5 0.l38 39.6 Post hits truss 
Ek = 90.011 ft-k 

3500 15 6.9 1100 3.7 0.084 9.6 Post hits top of car 

3500 30 6.8 1085 3.3 0.095 14.0 
Post hits truss 
Ek .. 7.268 ft-k 

60 10.8 1723 5.1 0.097 23.3 Post hits truss 
3500 Ek = 59.082 ft-k 

14.1 2253 7.1 0.091 30.0 
Post hits truss 

3500 80 Ek = 120.041 ft-k 

4.1 934 2.7 0.068 7.3 
Post hits car 

5000 15 Max. rot = 67.6° 

4.8 1094 3.0 0.072 11.4 Post hits truss 
5000 30 Ek = 10.928 ft-k 

5000 60 7.9 1801 4.9 0.073 20.1 
Post hits truss 
Ek = 69.956 ft-k 

10.4 2368 6.8 0.070 30.0 
Post hits truss 

5000 80 Ek = 137.672 ft-k 

TABLE 4. RESULTS FOR POST MASS OF 1059 LBS. 



I-' 
00 

Vehicle 
Weight 

(lbs) 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

3500 

3500 

3500 

3500 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

Impact 
Speed 
(mph) 

15 

30 

60 

80 

15 

30 

60 

80 

15 

30 

60 

80 

Change 
in 

Speed 
(mph) 

15.0 

14.0 

21.1 

26.7 

7.1 

7.8 

13.2 

17.3 

4.5 

5.7 

9.9 

12.6 

Maximum 
Momentum Average Contact Vehicle 

Change gls Time Deformation Comments 
(lbs-sec) (sec) (in. ) 

1368 8.2 0.084 12.4 Car was stopped 

1276 4.4 0.146 20.4 Post clears car 
Max. rot = 78.4° 

1924 6.1 0.157 33.8 Post hits truss 
11c = 46.570 ft-k 

2437 8.1 0.151 43.2 Post hits truss 
Ek = 95.862 ft-k 

1132 3.4 0.096 9.8 Post hits top of car 

1243 3.1 0.113 14.5 Post hits truss 
Ek = 5.820 ft-k 

2106 5.5 0.1l0 26.4 Post hits truss 
Ek = 68.810 ft-k 

2767 7.3 0.109 33.6 Post hits truss 
Ek = 138.801 

1026 2.5 0.078 7.7 Post clears car 
Max. rot - 56.4° 

1300 3.1 0.084 11.9 Post hits truss 
Ek = 10.680 ft-k 

2256 5.7 0.080 21.6 Post hits truss 
Ek = 86.280 ft-k 

2861 6.2 0.092 28.8 
Post hits truss 
Ek = 154.901 ft-k 

TABLE 5. RESULTS FOR POST MASS OF 1412 LBS. 



Change Maximum 
Vehicle Impact in Momentum Average Contact Vehicle 
Weight Speed Speed Change g's Time Deformation Comments 

(lbs) (mph) (mph) (lbs-sec) (sec) (in. ) 

2000 15 15.0 l368 7.4 0.092 l3.0 Car was stopped 

2000 30 14.9 1358 4.2 0.162 20.9 Post clears car 

2000 60 23.5 2143 6.5 0.165 35.4 Post hits truss 
Ek = 48.962 ft-k 

2000 80 29.9 2726 8.6 0.159 45.6 Post hits truss 
~= 101. 542 ft-k 

3500 15 7.4 1180 3.1 0.107 10.1 Post hits top of car 

3500 30 8.9 1420 3.4 0.118 15.8 Post hits truss 
Ek = 5.916 ft-k 

60 15.1 2409 6.0 0.115 27.8 
Post hits truss 

3500 Ek = 76.918 ft-k 

19.3 3077 6.6 0.133 36.0 Post hits truss 
3500 80 Ek = 143.958 ft-k 

4.7 1071 2.4 0.09l 8.1 Post clears car 
5000 15 Max. rot = 51.4 0 

30 6.3 1436 3.0 0.095 12.0 Post hits truss 
5000 Ek = 10.410 ft-k 

11.1 2530 5.3 0.095 23.7 Post hits truss 
5000 60 Ek = 91. 268 ft-k 

14.7 3345 7.0 0.095 30.0 Post hits truss 
5000 80 Ek = 180.026 ft-k 

TABLE 6. RESULTS FOR POST MASS OF 1722 LBS. 
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Figure 4 and a comparison of Tables 4 and 5 reveal that a 25% 

reduction in the weight of the existing support reduces the speed 

changes of the medium weight vehicles below the recommended maximum. 

Table 3 and Figure 3 reveal that a 50% reduction in the post weight 

does not produce speed and momentum changes of lightweight impacting 

vehicles within the currently recommended limits. 

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION PREDICTIONS WITH CRASH TESTS 605-H AND 605-1 

Table 7 shows a comparison of model and crash test results for 

crash test 605-H. This test employed a 1961 Cadillac sedan weighing 

5,150 1bs, having an impact speed of 75.3 mp~and striking the outer 

support of the overhead sign bridge head-~ A detailed discussion of 

this test and of test 605-1 is presented in another chapter of this 

report and only the model simulation will be briefly discussed in this 

section. 

Two computer runs were made; one employed a base resistance of 

10 kips and the other a resistance of 20 kips. Both cases considered 

the prototype support which was assumed to have a base shear force of 

10 kips for the crash test. The 20 kip resistance is encountered when 

the structure is subjected to wind loads of approximately 20 mph and 

a bolt torque of 300 ft-1bs (~). It is felt that a base resistance of 

10 kips is realistic. 

The results indicate that the effects of the base shear resistance 

are insignificant for representative values reported in Reference 7. 

The agreement between model prediction and prototype test data 

is very satisfactory. Besides the values reported in Table 7, the 
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model predicted an angular kinetic energy value of 142 ft-kips at the 

instant the support contacts the truss structure of the sign bridge. 

A value of 144.8 ft-kips had been reported in Reference 8 as the value 

necessary to produce failure of the four upper bolted connections at 

the top of each of the four column supports. Failure occurred at the 

four upper shear connections in crash test H. The greatest discrepancy 

occurred for the related values of average vehicle deceleration and 

contact time. Part of this discrepancy can possibly be attributed to 

the assumed loss of contact between vehicle and support from the data 

reduction and part due to the vehicle being assumed to be a single 

degree-of-freedom spring-mass system possessing a spring constant equal 

to 10 times its weight. 

In order to better evaluate this effect, test 605-F was compared 

to model results using different values of the vehicular spring con

stant as input information. This test was selected because it had 

shown a rather large discrepancy for the deceleration and contact time. 

The comparison of the study is shown in Table 8. The results presented 

in Table 8 indicate that an assumed value of 10 times the vehicle 

weight for the vehicular spring constant was low. The 1959 Borgward 

sedan weighing 2,350 lbs employed for this case was observed to have 

a strong front end, and thus increasing the model's value for the 

spring constant brings the model results closer to the test data. 

However, for the heavier vehicles, the current approach of assuming 

the spring constant to be 10 times the vehicular weight appears realis

tic. 
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Table 9 shows a comparison of model and crash test 605-1 results. 

The test employed a 1962 Cadillac sedan weighing ~70 1bs, having an 

impact speed of 72 mp~and striking an inner support of the overhead 

sign bridge at an approach angle of 15°. The model employed a base 

shear resistance value of 10 kips and assumed the vehicle spring con

stant to be 10 times the weight of the vehicle. Further, the model 

assumed a head-on collision. 

The results presented in Table 9 indicate good agreement and 

illustrate that, even though the effects of an angular collision are 

precluded by the model, satisfactory results for the column and vehicle 

response are obtained. In addition to the values presented in Table 9 , 

the model predicted a value of 128 ft-kips for the rotational kinetic 

energy of the support. This value, according to data presented in 

Reference 7, should be sufficient to fracture two adjacent upper shear 

connections under a head-on impact. ,The crash test results revealed 

that only the support that was impacted by the vehicle suffered a 

shear connection failure. However, it was observed that the support 

encountered one of the horizontal angles of the truss and sliced a 

piece of metal from it. Thus, it appears that, even though satisfactory 

simulation is obtained for the rigid body dynamics of the support by 

neglecting the effects of the angular collision, error may be intro

duced in predicting the magnitude of the forces to which the upper 

shear connections are subjected. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are offered: 

1. Supports heavier than the prototype are undesirable, but this is 

not a critical condition since most structures are smaller than 

the prototype. 

2. Supports having 75% of the weight of the prototype permit medium 

weight vehicles to satisfy the current criteria (11,12). 

3. Supports having 50% of the prototype weight produce lightweight 

vehicle speed and momentum changes in excess of the current 

hazard limits (11,12). 

4. Varying the base connection resistance up to a value of 20 kips 

does not significantly affect vehicle behavior nor response of 

the sign bridge. 

5. Some lightweight vehicles may have a front end that is stronger 

and stiffer than the assumed value of 10 times the vehicle 

weight. 

It is felt that adequate research has been done on the rigid body 

dynamic behavior of the overhead sign bridge support. An area that 

requires investigation concerns the calculation of the reactive forces 

that are experienced by the truss during a collision. 
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Crash 
Test 
Data 

Vehicle Weight (lbs) 5150 

Impact Speed (mph) 75.3 

Change in Speed (mph) 11.5 

Momentum Change (lbs-sec) 2700 

Average g's (Speed change. fps) 1 
8.1 = x 32.2 Contact time, sec 

Contact Time (sec) 0.066 

Maximum Vehicle Deformation (in.) 25.2 

Base Shear Force (kips) 10 

TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF MODEL 
AND CRASH TEST 605-H 
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Model Model 

5150 5150 

75.3 75.3 

11. 7 12.1 

2747 2841 

6.4 6.0 

0.083 0.091 

26.9 28.0 

10 20 



Crash Model Test 
1--' 

Vehicle Weight (lbs) 2350 2350 

Vehicle Spring Constant (lbs/ft) ---- 23,500 

Impact Speed (mph) 52.0 52.0 

Change in Speed (mph) 14.3 16.7 

Momentum Change (lbs-sec) 1531 1789 

Average g's = (SEeed changezfEs) 1 10.7 5.8 Contact time,sec x 32.2 

Contact Time (sec) 0.062 0.130 

Max. Vehicle Deformation (in.) 1.5 2.3 

Base Shear Force (kips) 10 10 

TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF MODEL 
AND CRASH TEST 605-F 
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Model Model Model 

2350 2350 2350 

28,000 33,000 50,000 

52.0 '52.0 52.0 

16.6 16.1 16.3 

1772 1730 1750 

6.8 7.0 10.1 

0.111 0.106 0.074 

2.1 1.9 1.5 

10 10 10 



Vehicle Weight (lbs) 

Impact Speed (mph) 

Change in Speed (mph) 

Momentum Change (lbs-sec) 

Average g's (Speed change. fps) 1 
= x 32.2 Contact time, sec 

Contact Time (sec) 

Maximum Vehi1;:le Deformation (in.) 

TABLE 9. COMPARISON OF MODEL 
AND CRASH TEST 605-1 
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Crash Model Test 

5170 5170 

72.0 72.0 

11. 20 11.2,5 

2639 2652 

7.7 6.2 

0.068 0.083 

32.4 26.4 



CHAPTER 3. ADDITIONAL CRASH TESTS 

The Project Policy Committee (~) recommended that two tests be 

conducted using 5000 pound vehicles traveling at 70 mph, the first 

car to strike an outside support head-on, and the second to strike an 

inside support at 15 degrees. These tests were scheduled and the 

results are reported in the following paragraphs. 

TEST 605-H 

On December 10, 1970, Column A was struck head-on by a 5,150 pound 

Cadillac traveling at 75.3 mph, as shown in Figure 9. The upward ro

tating support ripped the hood from the car, came into contact with the 

load distributors (0.211 sec), deformed them and caused the truss to 

rotate about the pin connections. After the vehicle had moved clear 

the support swung downward (1.001 sec), past the lower stub (1.441 sec) 

then upward again (2.043 sec and 3.014 sec). During the time this 

swinging was occurring the upper connection bolts at Columns B, C, and 

D fractured and the truss rotated over against supports B, C, and D 

and came to rest in the position shown in Figure 10. 

The structure was not damaged as a result of this test, but it 

should be observed that the catwalk and lighting supports for the sign 

restricted clearance to about 12 feet. 

Damage to the vehicle is shown in Figure 11. The automobile was 

slowed 11.5 mph by the force of the collision. The average and peak 

decelerations are shown in Table 10. The high-speed film data from 

Test H is given in Table 12. 
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o sec 0.030 sec 0.211 sec 

1.001 sec 1.441 sec 2.043 sec 3.014 sec 

FIGURE 9. Sequential Photographs of Test H 



FIGURE 10. Condition of Structure After Test H 
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FIGURE 11. Crash vehicle after Test H 
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TEST 605-1 

This final crash test was conducted on January 28, 1971. A 

5,170 pound Cadillac struck Column B at 72.0 mph, and was slowed 11.2 mph 

by the impact. The sequence of events in the collision incident are 

shown in Figure 12, in which it can be observed that the truss rotation 

caused by the force of the upward moving support is minimal by examination 

of the high-speed film which indicated that the maximum rotation was 

1.6 degrees. The support rotated to a maximum angle of 70 degrees from 

the original upright position, and the height of the lower end of the 

support at the peak of its swing was 13.5 feet above the ground. The 

average and peak decelerations from accelerometer data are listed in 

Table 10. The high-speed film data is given in Table 13. 

The angle of impact in this test was 15 degrees as can be seen in 

the sequential photographs in Figure 13. The hood of the vehicle was 

thrown against th~ windshield. It was determined following the collision 

that the post had penetrated .the front end of the vehicle 2.67 feet. 

Following the crash test the prototype structure was examined 

carefully and it was observed that several truss members had been 

slightly bent by the force of impact; also it was observed that the 

upper plate of the breakaway base at Column C slid 2 inches toward the 

north (in the direction of the vehicle impact) as is evident in. 

Figure 14. A splinter of steel (Figure 15) peeled from the toe of the 

guide angle by the portion of the support above the pinned connection was 

found on the ground near the prototype structure. The structure remained 

erect and in good condition following this high-speed crash test. 

Vehicle damage is shown in Figure 16 in which it can be seen that 

the major damage was to the bumper and grill of the car. 
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o sec .035 sec 

.068 sec .156 sec 

.229 sec .353 sec 

FIGURE 12 Sequential Photographs of Test I 
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FIGURE 13. Sequential Photographs of Test I 
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FIGURE 14. Breakaway Base Movement at Column C, Test I 
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FIGURE 15. Splinter from Guide Angle 

FIGURE 16. Damaged Vehicle, Test I 
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TABLE 10. 

SUMMARY OF VEHICLE CRASH TEST RESULTS 

*From film data. 
**Change in velocity over the period necessary to activate the breakaway component of the support. 

Vehicle snagged on lower end of support post and was stopped. 
***Impact load distributors were installed in this and all following tests. 

****Support A is an exterior column and support B is an interior column. 



TABLE 11 

COMPARISON OF COMPUTER SIMULATION WITH CRASH TEST 

r-------------------------------------~~----------------------------------------------------------, 

* TEST CONDITIONS AND COMPUTER INPUT * COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Test Vehicle 
Weight 

;;J Change ~me- Post and Maximum 
Vehicle Impact I i V hi 1 I, Vehicle Were Post Approach I n e c e I Average 

Velocity I Velocity - - in C_ ontact Deceleration Penetration 
Angle (mph) i (sec) (g' s) I (ft) 

1------+-1--::-:-:)+ (d:g) (::~: ILTest _ ::~:l i Test MOde~~~_ M:~:~l~~t ~~:: 
I AB I I -----------1-------- -- -------l 

I , 2100 I 0 44.0 8.9 5.3 2.15 
!-------- "'- '------'---'-'--~-----r-- ------, ---- - ----------- ---! _ -- ! ------t 

I C j 4090 0 46.5 I 8.9 i 9.3 I 0.080 0.099, 5.5 i 4.3 1.25 1.63 

1---;;- ~88~- '~---- --~~-.~-~-;.-~-t-~.l --L~~-~~- ~'.0871 4~-;--i--~7- ---1.50 1.60 . 

r--I~~~=~ ~~----~-17.~t~_t O:~~~9~b~;T 3:~ t O.8~_~_~J 
I Ii I I" I 
: F . 2350 15 52.0 ,,14.3 j16.3 , 0.062 \ 0.074 1 10.7 110.1 1.42 1.50 I 

! G --T --3~5~-----1 - - -~;------ -------50.1 1t-;~.2 : 10.4 t-0~;_~-.09;T---- -7.9 . ~~l 1.6~-~1~7~-

I H 

I 

* "Mathematical Simulation and Correlation", Technical Memorandum 605-~ (I). 

t Time during which breakaway components were activated. Vehicle snagged lower end of support post, 
was lifted and pulled to a stop, wedged between support post and the ground. 



TABLE 12 

TEST 605-H 

High-Speed Film Data 
Vehicle Displacement versus Time 

Time Displacement Time Displacement 
(milliseconds) (feet) (milliseconds) (feet) 

-38.9 -4.3 (continued) 

-31.1 -3.4 77.8 7.7 

-23.3 -2.6 85.6 8.4 

-15.6 -1. 7 93.4 9.1 

-7.8 -0.9 101.2 9.9 

0 Impact 0 108.9 10.6 

7.8 0.9 116.7 11.3 

15.6 1.7 124.5 12.1 

23.3 2.5 132.3 12.8 

31.1 3.3 140.1 13.5 

38.9 4.1 147.9 14.3 

46.7 4.8 155.6 15.0 

54.5 5.5 163.4 15.8 

62.3 Loss of 6.2 171.2 16.5 

70.0 Contact 6.9 179.0 17.2 
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Time 
(milliseconds) 

-39.9 

-31.9 

-24.0 

-16.0 

-7.9 

0 Impact 

10.0 

20.0 

29.9 

39.9 

49.9 

59.9 Loss of 

69.9 Contact 

TABLE 13 

TEST 605-1 

High-Speed Film Data 
Vehicle Displacement versus Time 

Displacement Time 
(feet) (milliseconds) 

Displacement 
(feet) 

-4.2 (continued) 

-3.4 79.8 7.5 

-2.5 89.8 8.4 

-1. 7 99.8 9.3 

-0.9 109.8 10.2 

0 119.8 11.1 

1.0 129.7 12.0 

-2.0 139.7 12.9 

3.0 149.7 13.8 

4.0 159.7 14.7 

4.9 169.7 15.5 

5.8 179.6 16.4 

6.6 189.6 17.3 
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ACCELEROMETER DATA 

The locations of the accelerometers with respect to the center of 

gravity (CG) of the vehicle are shown in Figure 17. Figures 18, 19, 

and 20 contain traces obtained from accelerometers mounted on the 

crash vehicles in Tests H and I. 

SUMMARY 

A summary of crash test results is contained in Table 10, and a 

comparison of computer simulation predictions with crash test results 

is presented in Table 11. These tables include information for all 

tests conducted during the course of the study. Details of Tests A 

through G were reported in Technical Memoranda (~. 

CONCLUSIONS 

At the outset, this study was primarily concerned with the be

havior of an automobile colliding with a breakaway column supporting 

an overhead sign bridge at low speed and high speed. Damage to the 

colliding vehicle, decelerative forces and change in speed, were of 

primary concern. As the study developed, it became clear that behavior 

of the prototype structure, truss and supports during a high-speed 

collision incident needed careful attention. Consequently, inside and 

outside supports were struck at angles of zero and 15 degrees; load 

distributors and guide angles were developed and incorporated into the 

prototype structure. The following conclusions are drawn from the 

study: 
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1. The breakaway safety features of this truss will reduce the 

collision forces on a standard size vehicle to a level which 

is considered survivable for restrained passengers. 

2. The prototype structure remained erect, and suffered only 

localized damages during the series of tests reported herein. 

3. Computer simulation techniques have been satisfactorily com

pared with crash test data and vehicle and support behavior 

are predictable using the computer simulation. 
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Test 605-H 
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Statham 11081 (Left) 
80HZ Filter 
Average • 7.3 g's 
Peak =17.8 g's 
t:. t = 70 msec. 

Statham 12186 (Right) 
80 HZ Filtar 
Average - 6.5 g's 
Peak =17.4 g's 
t:. t = 75 msec. 
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Statham 20 (Left) 
80 HZ Filter 
Average - 0.4 g's 
Peak = 2.6 g's 
/). t = 69 msec. 

Statham 511 (Right) 
80 HZ Filter 
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Peak = 6.8 g's 
/). t = 69 msec. 
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LOWER CONNECTION TESTS 

Nine additional laboratory tests were conducted using the pre

viously fabricated column stub and base. Parameters incorporated in 

this series of tests were (1) the angle at which the load was applied, 

(2) new bolts, nuts, and washers and (3) the condition of bolts, nuts, 

and washers. Load and base slip data were recorded. 

It was concluded that: (1) variables associated with bolts, nuts, 

and washers caused as much as 100% v?riation in the peak force required 

to slip the base and (2) the angle at which the load was applied has 

a very small influence on the value of peak force. 

ADDITIONAL TORSION TEST - STATIC TEST 605-S3 

Two cranes were used to return the truss to its original position 

fo11owirig crash test 60S-H. Following re-erection of the truss a 

50 ton crane was used to apply a torque to the truss as had been done 

previously (13). Results of this torsion test of the truss are shown in 

Figure 21. During this test the wind was gusting to 25 mph from a 

southerly direction. 

Examination of the plotted data reveals that fracture of the upper 

connection bolts at Column B occurred at a higher load and at a 

greater rotation than in the previous test. 

A remarkable and unexpected incident occurred when one of the 

1-3/4 inch diameter 4130 high strength base bolts at Column B 
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fractured in tension at or about the time the upper connection bolts 

fractured. The nut and part of the base bolt were catapulted upward 

through the truss and above it about three to five feet. The load 

dropped from 16 kips to 9 kips as shown in Figure 21. 

After examining the structure, the broken bolt was replaced and 

loading continued. It was apparent that the truss was much less stiff 

than in the previous test conducted in 1969. The 1970 torsion test was 

conducted on the structure after the entire full-scale impact test 

program had been completed and the slip in the various bolted joint 

connections and plastic working of some of the members would be expected 

to influence the torque-rotation behavior of the structure. The prin

cipal investigator decided to discontinue the test before additional 

unexpected incidents occurred. The reduction in torsional stiffness is 

attributed to movement of the truss section bolted connections which 

appeared to have some relative movement. That such movement occurred 

was verified when Column A was lowered, and it was observed that the 

base plates had approximately one inch clearance. 
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ALTERNATE CONCEPTS 

Several interesting alternate design concepts were suggested during 

the course of this study. These alternate concepts were considered at 

Project Policy Meetings and Technical Subcommittee Meetings, and are 

presented here with brief comments about each concept. 

CONCEPT A 

An overhead sign bridge support with a lower breakaway base and a 

truss roller assembly is shown in Figure A. Subsequent to the actuation 

of the breakaway base, the support will clear the colliding vehicle 

as it rotates around the outside of the truss. The rollers are attached 

to the truss and guide a circular ring attached to the breakaway support. 

A lighter truss can be used in this type of design because the 

truss does not need to reduce the forces induced by the rotating support 

when it strikes the truss as in the case of the present prototype OSB in 

this study. 

CONCEPT B 

An overhead sign bridge with a lower breakaway base and an upper 

hinged fuse plate is shown in Figure B. Subsequent to the actuation 

of the breakaway base and the fracturing of the bolts on the near side 

of the fuse plate, the rotating support will clear the colliding vehicle 

as it pivots about the fuse plate on the far side which forms a 

plastic hinge. In this type of design, the truss and remaining supports 

must expend a portion of the kinetic energy of the rotating column; 

however, the support must rotate about 90 degrees in order to strike the 

truss as compared to about 60 degrees for the prototype OSB tested in 

this study. 
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CONCEPT C 

An overhead sign bridge with a lower breakaway base and an upper 

frangible plate and arresting cable is shown in Figure C. Subsequent 

to the actuation of the breakaway base and the fracturing of the upper 

frangible fuse plates the rotating support will clear the colliding 

vehicle as the support pivots at the end of a short length of an arresting 

cable. As evident in Figure C, the support can rotate about 180 degrees 

before striking the truss. 

CONCEPT D 

An overhead sign bridge with tubular frangible supports and cable 

suspension system is shown in Figure D. Subsequent to one frangible 

support being temporarily removed by a colliding vehicle, the overhead 

sign bridge truss will function as a cantilever beam. Also, the outside 

anchor cables are fastened to breakaway supports. 

CONCEPT E 

An overhead sign bridge with two breakaway supports and two break

away Gable anchors is shown in Figure E. Subsequent to the actuation of 

the support breakaway base and the fracturing of the bolts on the near 

side of the fuse plate, the rotating support will clear the colliding 

vehicle as it pivots about the fuse plate on the far side which forms a 

plastic hinge, and, the overhead sign bridge will function as a canti

lever beam. The-fuse plate detail is similar to that of Concept B. 

This concept requires less distance between the support breakaway base 

and the cable breakaway anchor location than that of Concept D. 
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CONCEPT F 

An overhead sign bridge with three breakaway supports and two 

breakaway cable anchors is shown in Figure F. Subsequent to the 

actuation of a support breakaway base and the fracturing of the bolts 

on the near side of the fuse plate, the rotating support will clear 

the colliding vehicle as it pivots about the fuse plate on the far side 

which forms a plastic hinge and, the overhead sign bridge will function 

as a cantilever beam. The fuse plate detail is similar to that of 

Concept B. This concept requires less distance between the support 

breakaway base and the cable breakaway anchor location than that of 

Concept D. 

CONCEPT G 

An overhead sign bridge with a lower breakaway base and an upper 

hinged fuse plate is shown in Figure G. Subsequent to the actuation of 

the ~reakaway base and the fracturing of the bolts on the near side of 

the fuse plate, the rotating support will clear the colliding vehicle 

as it pivots about the fuse plate on the far side which forms a plastic 

hinge. In this type of design, the truss and remaining supports must 

expend a portion of the kinetic energy of the rotating column; however, 

the support must rotate about 180 degrees in order to strike the truss 

as compared to about 60 degrees for the prototype OSB tested in this 

study. This is a modification of Concept B; making the width of the 

column connection (w) the same width as the truss allows the support 

significantly greater freedom to rotate. The additional rotation could 

be important especially in cases of impact by trucks. 
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